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Abstract—Atomic segmentation of cursive scripts into con-
stituent characters is one of the most challenging problems in
pattern recognition. To avoid segmentation in cursive script,
concrete shapes are considered as recognizable units. Therefore,
the objective of this work is to find out the alternate recognizable
units in Pashto cursive script. These alternatives are ligatures and
primary ligatures. However, we need sound statistical analysis to
find the appropriate numbers of ligatures and primary ligatures
in Pashto script. In this work, a corpus of 2, 313, 736 Pashto words
are extracted from a large scale diversified web sources, and total
of 19, 268 unique ligatures have been identified in Pashto cursive
script. Analysis shows that only 7000 ligatures represent 91%
portion of overall corpus of the Pashto unique words. Similarly,
about 7, 681 primary ligatures are also identified which represent
the basic shapes of all the ligatures.

Keywords. Pashto, Ligatures, Primary ligatures, OCR, Cur-
sive Script

I. INTRODUCTION

Pashto language has been spoken by 50 million people
across the world [1]. It is the official language of Khyber
Pukhtoonkhwa (Provence of Pakistan) and national language
of Afghanistan. This language is associated with rich culture
and heritage. There is enough written material, addressing
different fields like religion, politics, culture, education, poetry,
music and sports. However, due to less significant research so
far regarding the recognition of Pashto text, this language is
deprived of the benefits of modern technology, and even the
translation services, text recognition and speech recognition
have not been addressed so far.

Pashto script is derived from Arabic, therefore, its nature
is cursive. It is written from right to left. All the characters of
Arabic and Persian are collectively included in Pashto char-
acter set. This makes Pashto character-set larger as compare
to Arabic and Persian languages. Pashto character set contain
44 characters. Further, Pashto character set also contain 36
characters of Urdu out of 38. This fact gives us an extra generic
advantage, once if an OCR system is able to recognize this
language, ultimately that OCR system will also be applicable
for Arabic, Persian and Urdu languages.

Arabic like languages are considered to be very tough
for atomic segmentation. The reason is it’s cursive nature.
Therefore, most of the researchers avoid segmentation based
approaches and prefer holistic approaches for OCR. In last
decade, holistic approaches have gained significant attention
due to high accuracies. In holistic approaches, ligatures are
the most preferable units for recognition, because they attain
a connected shape in most cases. However, for a particular
language total number of ligatures define scalability issue.

Fig. 1. Example of cursiveness; Fig (a) shows English handwritten text and
(b) shows Printed Pashto text. Pashto text is written from right to left.

Because, as large as the ligatures set, more it is difficult to
train the system. However, most frequent ligatures used in
a language are also limited, and therefore, ligatures are still
one of the candidates to be considered as recognizable units.
Especially, for the limited domains, like city names, bank
names etc. Furthermore, ligatures can be used more efficiently,
by finding their primary ligatures.

In this paper we are presenting a statistical analysis regard-
ing the choices of recognizable units in Pashto cursive script.
The finding and outcomes will ultimately help the researchers
in the development of Pashto OCR system. There is enough
similar research for other languages like Arabic and Urdu. The
most relevant are referred here [2][3].

In addition to above facts, it is also important to explore a
new language in term of their frequently used words and how
many ligatures could contribute these words. The outcomes
of this work will not only be used in OCR application but
probably they can be used for linguistics analysis, and for
speech recognition as well. This is the first time that we are
reporting such statistics regarding Pashto text.

In general Pashto words can be obtained by two convenient
methods; (1) to extract Pashto words from a reputed Pashto
digital dictionary and (2) to extract Pashto words from Pashto
specific web sources. In this research we are adapting the
second approach, because we could not found any authentic
digital Pashto dictionary which cover the overall Pashto words.
A digital dictionary is found, which contains only limited (i.e.
1002) Pashto words in its .mdb file1, while the words are also
written in Latin letters.

Therefore, the analysis has been made on text extracted
from 23 different web sites. Nowadays, web sources are the
most presentable sources which contain diversified material.
This material changes dynamically on daily bases and thus
provide sufficient variation in text, especially the web sites
which are designed to broadcast instant news. Websites are the

1http://www.yorku.ca/twainweb/troberts/pashto/pashlex1.html
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Fig. 2. The shapes shown in red circles represent Isolated, Initial, Middle
and End shapes of a Pashto character in some related ligatures.

places where any class of people can represent itself easily with
low cost and thus provide sufficient resources in diverse form.
Such diversity ensure that the data is unbiased. Therefore, the
selection of these web-sources are keenly done by insuring
diversity and unbiasedness. These web-sources are filtered
with Pashto characters and numerals only. After this filtration,
about 2, 313, 736 words are extracted (in remaining paper we
will refer this as 2.3 Million). Then these words are checked
for unique words, and about 82, 409 Pashto words are found
as unique in Pashto language. Further, these unique words
are split into their constituent ligatures, and about 19, 268
unique ligatures are found. Interestingly, the analysis states
that only 7, 000 ligatures are contributing in 91% of the entire
Pashto words. We have also explored the primary ligatures
in Pashto script and we found that 7, 681 primary ligatures
are sufficient to describe the entire Pashto text with some
appropriate strategies.

II. INTRODUCTION TO
BACKGROUND TERMS

This section defines some basic terms and concepts, which
are usually relating to cursive script languages. These terms
mainly include cursive-stroke, breaker and non-breaker char-
acters, space-insertion and omission, ligatures, primary liga-
tures and secondary components. These terms are explain in
detail in the following sub sections.

A. Cursiveness

Any script, in which characters in a word can be written
in connected form is known as cursive script. This concept is
sometime overlapping for some certain languages. For example
the printed material of English text is mainly non cursive.
However, cursive characteristic could be seen in handwritten
text of English language. Examples of some cursive scripts are
shown in Figure 1. On other hand, languages like Arabic, Urdu,
Persian and Pashto etc are purely cursive in nature. Because,
either it is in printed or in handwritten form, it shall be written
in cursive form. Almost in all cases, printed text for script
like Latin, the shape of individual character retain its salient
features, and each character may have two shapes (upper and
lower case). However, in cursive script each character represent
up to 4 shapes. And these variations in shapes mainly depend
on their position in which they are occurring. Four different
shapes of Pashto character 

h are shown in Figure 2.

B. Breaker and Non-Breaker Characters

The concept of breaker and non-breaker characters are
inherently exist in almost all languages which are derived
from Arabic script. However, the term non-joiner letters are
used in other work [4]. Here we are proposing the term

Fig. 3. 13 breakers characters of Pashto language.

Fig. 4. Pashto text line with 8 words and 19 ligatures; The red lines indicate
the spaces caused by typing ”SPACE”, while green lines indicate the spaces
caused by breaker characters. Further the small orange circles indicate the
particular spaces caused by breaker characters between two adjacent words.

”breaker-character” instead of non-joiner. Because non-joiner
term is absolute in a sense, and giving a meaning that these
letters are not able to join. In fact, these letters could join to
all others characters except non-joiner, however, they do not
allow other characters to join ”after” them2. Almost a small
subset of breaker characters exist in all languages like Arabic,
Persian, Sindhi, Pashto and Dari. However, the number of these
characters vary from language to language. Breaker characters
are those character, which once come inside a word it breaks
the continuity of the shape. In other words, these characters
only come individually or could come at the end of a ligature
or a word. These characters at one side cause a calligraphic
beauty of the script but on the other side they cause some
complexity as well. The breaker characters of Pashto characters
are shown in Figure 3.

C. Space Insertion and Omission

When a breaker character occurs in a text it cause a break,
and present a space like effect in a text. But, in real sense there
is no space. Usually, it is a good practice to have a space after
each word, but in Pashto and other cursive languages, the typist
has two options. (a) If word/ ligature ends with non-breaker
character, then the typist must provide the space. (b) If word/
ligature ends with breaker character, then the typist may or
may not provide the space. In the former case if typist do not
provide space, then it cause an ambiguity to find the end of
the word in a transcribed data. In addition, when these breaker
characters occur inside a word, they produce ligatures. The
space insertion and omission anomaly can be seen in Figure
4. The small circles in orange color indicate space omission
points.

D. Ligatures

A shape of characters are the combination of characters,
that always retained in connected form is known as liga-
ture. Ligatures are the most important text units in cursive
languages, and one of the candidates for recognizable units.
Usually, it could be a single character or a combination of char-
acters that must end with breaker character. There is enough
literature, in which ligatures are considered as recognizable

2As Pashto is written from right to left. Therefore, please consider the word
”after” in the context of Pashto writing direction.
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Fig. 5. A Pashto ligature shown in (a), primary ligature shown in (b) and
their secondary components are shown in (c).

units [3][5][6][7][8]. Because, ligatures are the only connected
components in cursive texts. However, for a particular language
the number of ligatures that contribute the entire corpus of text,
should be known on prior bases. In Figure 4, 19 ligatures are
shown in a text line. And ligatures Number 6, 7, 9 and 15 are
the combination of two characters while the remaining all are
just individual Pashto characters.

It is worth mentioning, that for Arabic language majority of
literature refer the ligatures as PAWs (Piece of Arabic Words)
[9][10]. However, in languages like Urdu the term ligature is
used.

E. Primary Ligature and Secondary Components

Shape of a ligature can be divided into two main parts.
(I) The major connected skeleton in any ligature is known
as primary ligature, (II) and the other parts like dots and
diacritical marks, are known as secondary parts of a ligature.
Ligature, primary ligature and its constituent secondary parts
are shown in Figure 5. In many cases the primary ligatures
are same, however, the secondary parts play an important
role to distinguish a ligature from other. Ligatures can be
divided into clusters on the bases of having same primary
ligatures. These primary ligatures are highly distinct from each
other and provide ease to classifier for classification. Thus,
provide alternative units for Pashto text recognition. However,
localization and recognition of their corresponding secondary
components need an extra overhead to be finally recognized.

III. PASHTO TEXT EXTRACTION

Sufficient data is required to find out how many words,
their constituent ligatures and then primary ligatures are exist
in Pashto language. The most convenient method is to crawl
different web sources for publically available Pashto text.
For this purpose 23 web-sources are chosen. Selection of
these web-sources are made on the bases of their diverse
contents. The contents mainly represent politics, religion,
current affairs, sports, poetry, literature, music and education
(science and technology). There are some web-sources which
are aiming to broadcast news and are frequently chang-
ing with respect to new events, e.g. www.bbc.co.uk/pashto,
www.tatobaynews.com and www.tolafghan.com. Therefore, in
this work we are mainly relying on such web sources, which
might influence extracted data to be unbiased. These web-
sources and their corresponding extracted lines and words are
shown in Table I. Though, we have extracted some reasonable
data from the mentioned web-sources, but in fact Pashto text
based websites are very limited compare to other languages
like Urdu and Arabic. In next section we will explain how the
text are extracted from these web-sources.

TABLE I: Pashto text based websites and their corresponding
extracted text statistics.

SNo Website url Lines Words
1 www.tatobaynews.com 11424 202020
2 www.larawbar.net 1976 42619
3 www.khpalapashtu.com 294 1339
4 www.bakhtarnews.com.af 94 4503
5 www.rohi.af 27494 204592
6 www.afghanpost.com 358 1376
7 www.taand.com 28712 152780
8 www.afghanembassy.net 90 2692
9 www.khabarial.com 22186 214431
10 www.gulamkhan.blogspot.de 1748 14684
11 www.pajhwok.com 17555 83770
12 www.pashto.sputniknews.com 12365 81510
13 www.khyber.org 5508 32092
14 www.pushtutarany.wordpress 149870 311616
15 www.sporghay.com 6609 129035
16 www.lekwal.com 6332 86208
17 www.pashtoislamway.blogspot.de 14237 127409
18 www.pa.azadiradio.org 10266 160325
19 www.bbc.co.uk/pashto 2908 40705
20 www.tolafghan.com 18655 211431
21 www.salaamtolana.org 1296 18259
22 www.dw.de 1563 13549
23 rashad.benawa.com 25032 263711

Total 366572 2313736

A. Pashto Text Extraction Method

The text has been extracted by using the python library
named Beautiful Soup3. A python based script is written
particularly for this purpose. The module take url as an input
argument and return a text file, which contains text data.

Further, extracted text is then filtered by only Pashto
characters and numerals. In addition to filtering; the text is also
split into words. The extraction of Pashto words is made by
splitting the Pashto text by spaces. However, complexity due to
breaker characters has been faced in real sense. Because, where
the typist had never entered the space/s between two words
(see case (b) mentioned in Space Insertion and Omission), then
simply splitting the text on spaces will not work. Although, we
could not reached to some automated solution to this issue.
However, we used an assumption; such that if a word is still
having more than 15 characters, then it is a potential candidate
for further manual checking. In this manual checking, if the
source word is formed by the combination of two or more
words, then it is split accordingly.

TABLE II: Statistics of words and ligatures.

Words Ligatures
Total 2, 313, 736 286, 628
Unique 82, 409 19, 268

3Beautiful Soup sits atop an HTML or XML parser, providing Pythonic
idioms for iterating, searching, and modifying the parse tree, Source link:
https://pypi.python.org/pypi/beautifulsoup4/4.3.2
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TABLE III: Unique Pashto words and their frequencies.

Number of words Frequency % in Corpus
30 593,458 25%

100 826,420 35%
500 1,299,058 56%

1,000 1,528,272 66%
2,000 1,760,491 76%
5,000 2,006,926 86%

14,000 2,168,755 93%
82,409 2,313,736 100%

TABLE IV: Unique Pashto ligatures and their frequencies.

Number of ligatures Frequency % in Corpus
30 139,551 48%

100 177,273 61%
500 215,212 75%

1,000 228,727 79%
2,000 240,260 83%
5,000 255,605 89%
7,000 261,605 91%

19,268 286,628 100%

IV. DATA ANALYSIS

A web corpus of 2.3 million Pashto words are considered
for the analysis of ligatures and primary ligatures. First unique
Pashto words are extracted, and then the total ligatures, which
constitute the entire unique words are extracted. The detail
about the Pashto words and ligatures are shown in Table II.
Similarly, frequencies of Pashto words in 2.3 million words
are shown in III. Then each unique word is split into their
corresponding ligatures. The extraction of ligatures has been
discussed in next section.

A. Pashto Ligatures Extraction

Extraction of ligatures has been made on the basis of
availability of breaker characters. Logically, each word is now
a segment, having no space at all. But technically, after each
breaker character, there will be a ligature split. To clearly
understand this, we have categorized the breaker characters
into two categories; Let say category A refers those breaker
characters, which belong to regular Pashto character-set and
let say category B refers those breaker characters which are
either punctuations or digits etc. In this work we have included

Fig. 6. A Pashto word having 7 characters and one full stop ”-”, which
constitute 4 ligatures. The arrows in blue color indicate the application of
Rule I, while the arrows in orange color indicate the application of rule II.

TABLE V: Pashto characters are grouped in different pools
with respect to their shapes. The legends are used; Isolated as
”Iso”, initial as ”Init”, middle as ”Mid”, end as ”End” and all
as ”All”.

Pool Id Member characters Iso Init Mid End All
A

�
@ @ - - - - 3

B �
H

�
H H� H. 3 - - 3 -

C p

h

�
h h h. h� - - - - 3

D
	
X X 3 - - 3 -

E n �P 	P P 3 - - 3 -

F �
� �

	
�. - - - - 3

G ¸ ° - - - - 3

H ¨
	

¨ - - - - 3

I
�

�
	

¬ - 3 3 - -

J
	

¬ 3 - - 3 -

K
�

� 3 - - 3 -

L È - - - - 3

M Ð - - - - 3

N �
L

	
â - 3 3 - -

O �
L 3 - - 3 -

P 	
â 3 - - 3 -

Q 	
    - - - - 3

R 	
� � - - - - 3

S ø
..

û ø ø



ø 3 - - 3 -

T ø



ø
	

à ø
..

ø
�

H H� H.
�

H - 3 3 - -

U V - - - - 3

V ^ - - - - 3

W Zð ð - - - - 3

X è - - - 3 -

Y è - 3 3 - -

Z 	
à 3 - - 3 -

all Pashto numerals and one punctuation i.e. full stop -. Then
we define two rules applicable to two different categories.

• Rule I: If breaker character belongs to category A then
we have to split the word at one index ahead of that
character.

• Rule II: If a character belongs to category B, then we
have to split the the word at two different locations,
one at one index ahead and second at one index before
the breaker character.

After the application of these rules on each word, a list of
Pashto ligatures is obtained. The splitting of words according
to the two different rules is shown in Figure 6. In this way all
unique Pashto words are split into 286, 628 ligatures.

Further, to find out the unique ligatures and their frequen-
cies in Pashto language, the overall set of ligatures that was
obtained from splitting the unique Pashto words, is considered.
Total of 19, 268 unique ligatures are found. The detail about
the contribution of these ligatures and frequencies are shown
in a Table IV.

B. Pashto Primary Ligatures

The concept of primary ligatures in cursive script is not
new. Primary ligatures in Urdu language are already explored
[3]. Recognition system based on classification of primary
ligatures for Urdu text is already presented, where they have
reported 98% recognition rate (see reference [11] for detail).
Primary ligatures could be used as recognizable units. The
reason is that, primary ligatures are highly discriminative from
each other. Furthermore, the set of primary ligatures is always
smaller than all unique ligatures.

To group all the unique ligatures into similar groups of
primary ligatures, we need two things. 1: Total unique ligatures
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TABLE VI: Top ten primary ligatures and their ten covering ligatures along with their pool ids. The final row shows the number
of total ligatures covered by each primary ligature.

Pool Id TTE TTS TCS TFS TTA FTS TTTA FTTS CTE TTX
Primary Ligature

ligatures covered 100 94 69 68 63 62 60 59 57 54

of Pashto language (which we have already). 2: Pool labels for
many sub sets of Pashto characters which represent same base/
primary shape according to 4 different positions (Isolated,
Initial, Middle and Last position in ligature). The second
requirement needs language specific knowledge and under-
standing of different shapes of Pashto characters. Different
pools of Pashto characters (characters having same shape
with respect to their positions) are formed and each pool
is labeled with an English alphabet. These pools and their
members characters are shown in Table V. A label from the
appropriate pools is then assigned to each character according
to its position in the ligature. Total of 7, 681 primary ligatures
are found, which contribute to total of 19, 268 ligatures. Shapes
of top ten primary ligatures, their pool ids, and the total number
of ligatures covered by each primary ligature are shown in the
Table VI.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented for the first time, a study related to
shape variations in terms of ligatures and primary ligature for
a new language (Pashto). Our statistics include a detail analysis
regarding the most frequent words, ligatures and primary liga-
tures. A huge corpus of world wide web with respect to Pashto
language has been chosen for this study. The corpus contains
2.3 million Pashto words, in which 82, 409 unique words are
identified. We found that only 14, 000 words can contribute
to 93% portion of the corpus. Further, about 19, 268 unique
ligatures are identified in Pashto language, these ligatures are
mainly contributing in all shapes of 2.3 million words. It is
also found that only 7000 ligatures are sufficient to describe
up to 91% of the entire unique words. Another, potential
alternatives like primary ligatures, as recognizable units are
also identified. Primary ligatures are generally produced by the
reduction of ligatures into their basic connected shape. Based
on our analysis, about 7, 681 primary ligatures are discovered,
which cover the all 19, 268 ligatures.

Besides these findings, we have addressed some issues re-
lated to Pashto text. These issues in general cause complexities
in recognition of Arabic like scripts. But, being having large
”breaker character-set”, Pashto language experiences these

complexities with high intensity. We are introducing the term
”breaker characters” instead of ”non-joiners”.

Our future work will be based on proposing an OCR system
for Pashto language, which will generalize the use of primary
ligatures as recognizable units.
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